
A Bunch 66 

Chapter 66: Damn, is there really such a thing? 

The starry sky in South Africa was not as beautiful as described in the textbooks. Although it had a 

natural environment that was close to primitive ecology, due to the extremely high sulfur content in the 

fuel oil, it was tested to be more than 200 times that of Western Europe, in addition, a large number of 

foreign factories were stationed there, and there was no reasonable regulation, resulting in extremely 

serious air pollution. In most areas, the sky was actually gray, and the bright starry sky in the pictures 

could rarely be seen. 

However, this did not prevent the black people from continuing to be happy. For them, as long as there 

was a bonfire at night, and there were men and women, this place would become happy… 

Brother Dog and Grandpa Lu were also moved by this happy atmosphere. They danced around the 

bonfire with a group of black brothers. The black people were very enthusiastic. After experiencing the 

first unfamiliar contact, it had only been a few hours, they had already accepted these two powerful 

men and that strange thing. 

The little girl and sister Pujina were isolated in a small room. The little girl looked out of the window at 

the joyous atmosphere outside. Her eyes revealed a look of desire… … 
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The sister saw it from the side.., she held the girl in her arms with pity. “Don’t be afraid, child. That 

group of people has been bewitched by the Devil. But don’t worry, these are all tests of God. As long as 

we can persevere, we will definitely be able to obtain salvation!” 

The girl nodded her head as if she understood something. Then, she looked at the Hulk who was fighting 

with the black people outside. She was puzzled. was that really a demon? 

She could feel that although the two green monsters looked ferocious, they seemed to be exceptionally 

gentle towards her. When dealing with the army, they would leave someone behind to protect her 

carefully, the giant monster that carried her on its back was obviously lighter in its footsteps. It was 

afraid that she would be jolted and fall asleep on their backs, the other monster would also lean over 

and use its palm the size of a cattail leaf fan to drive away the mosquitoes for her. 

The little girl’s heart was sensitive and delicate. She always felt that these monster uncles were not like 

the evil demons that the nuns mentioned… 

Although… They were indeed ugly… 

.. 

“Crocodile meat… is it delicious?”The emperor of the liver stared at the crocodile on the grill outside. As 

an otaku, the emperor of the liver cared more about the fragrance of the meat than dancing with the 

group of Black Brothers! 

However, he was still a little nervous when faced with something like crocodile meat. 

After all, he was a program ape, so he usually came into contact with fried meat with salt and rice. 



“It’s Delicious!”Grandpa Lu came over and said, “I’ve eaten it before. It tastes like chicken, but it’s more 

chewy than chicken. It also nourishes the heart and lungs, and strengthens the yang and kidney…” 

“Do you guys eat everything to strengthen the Yang and kidney?”The emperor of the liver rolled his 

eyes. 

“It’s true. Crocodile meat has a very high nutritional value…”. Old Zhang, who was barbecuing the meat, 

said excitedly, “Let me tell you, this meat is delicious. It has the freshness of the river and the wild 

fragrance of the animals on land. The taste is very comfortable. It’s low in fat and cholesterol. It’s good 

for the body. The crocodiles in our farm are all wild-bred, and the taste is the most authentic!” 

“Oh, oh! !”The emperor of the liver blinked, his eyes filled with anticipation. 

However, Grandpa Lu leaned over and whispered, “Hey, look at Doggie, he might fall tonight!” 

The emperor of the liver was stunned, then he looked over. He saw that doggie was surrounded by 

many black girls. Those women were so passionate that they flew up. Sometimes they wanted to take a 

photo with him, and sometimes they pinched his body. 

Brother Dog was obviously in a sorry state, but it seemed like he didn’t want to get out of the 

encirclement… 

The liver emperor, who was at the side, twitched his mouth. “Do you have to be so thirsty? It’s as black 

as carbon… and this game is so Big?” 

“It’s hard to say…”grandpa LU said faintly, “The base is limited by intelligence, and this map doesn’t 

seem to have any intelligence…” 

The liver emperor looked at Grandpa Lu and sized him up, then said, “Oh, you elves really don’t have 

any…” 

Grandpa Lu:”…” 

“Wow! ! !” 

Suddenly, while the two were chatting, a burst of exclamations came from the crowd. A group of 

women covered their faces and backed away in surprise. A group of men also looked at Brother Dog in 

disbelief. 

Grandpa Lu heard the sound looked over, suddenly a blank: “Damn, really have!” 

———- — 

“Code chicken ka (really) … …”two kilometers away, standing on a tall tree in the high island with 

binoculars to look inside the situation revealed a man’s incredible face: “Are you kidding?” 

“What did the Captain See?”A woman on the side rarely saw her captain show such a shocked look, 

hurriedly asked curiously. 

“Ahem… nothing…”Takao coughed lightly and changed the topic. “I saw that there seemed to be a 

barbecue party inside. Tell Uncle Poison to prepare, sneak in, and find an opportunity to use medicine!” 



The team member frowned slightly. “There are so many of us, do we need to use that kind of method?” 

“How many times have I said it!”Takao frowned and looked at her. “We are ninjas, not samurai. Using 

the smallest price to achieve our goal efficiently is the way we ninjas do things!” 

“Yes… Captain.”The woman lowered her head, but it was obvious that she did not agree with him. 

Takao looked at the stubborn expression of his former captain’s daughter, he sighed slightly and said, 

“Those two hulks are extraordinary. You saw the video before. As for the ability of that unknown thing, 

we don’t have any information at all. If we attack rashly, it is very likely that there will be casualties here. 

Are you willing to see it?” 

The woman was stunned for a moment, then she shook her head and explained, “I’m not willing… I 

just… I just… I think that there are so many people inside. If we use poison, what if someone else 

accidentally eats it? Will it alert the enemy?” 

“You don’t have to worry about that…”. Takashima smiled and said, “Uncle Poison is an experienced 

member of your father’s generation. No matter if it’s infiltrating or using medicine, there aren’t many 

people in the organization who can compare to him. Look at the crocodile meat on the grill. If Uncle 

Poison took action, a thousand or ten thousand people wouldn’t be poisoned. But as long as the target 

eats it, they will definitely be poisoned!” 

“So Powerful?”The woman’s eyes lit up. “How did you do it?” 

Takao smiled and said, “This is their secret skill. If you want to learn it in the future, go and please them 

more.” 

“Yes, Captain! !”The woman smiled and said, “Then I will go and please them!”As she said that, she 

jumped down from the tree as agile as a monkey and instantly ran away. 

“Naughty Child!”Takao shook his head, “Old leader, you left with ease, but you left me a lot of 

trouble.”After a pause, he said, “But don’t worry, when this child can stand on his own feet and no 

longer has any baggage, I’ll go to Huazhong to find you. At least I’ll pull the grass for you, right?” 

 


